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ABSTRACT

In adults with congenital hearing impairment (CHI), the consequences of hearing loss on the 

acquisition of morphosyntactic knowledge may affect their knowledge-driven (top-down) 

processing in auditory sentence recognition. This study investigates this hypothesis by using 

the distortion-sensitivity approach to examine the use of specific morphosyntactic cues in 

auditory sentence recognition in quiet in 21 adults with moderate to severe CHI and in 22 

adults with acquired hearing impairment (AHI). In addition, regression analysis examines the 

differential contributions to auditory sentence recognition of bottom-up auditory abilities 

(assessed with the digits-in-noise task, SRTDIN) and linguistic proficiency (assessed using 

analysis of the morphosyntactic correctness of the participants’ spoken language production) 

within each group. Data obtained with the distortion-sensitivity approach showed that poorer 

recognition of grammatically correct sentences in the CHI group, compared to the AHI group, 

could not be attributed to a CHI-induced impediment in the use of specific morphosyntactic 

cues. Regression analysis showed that the variance in auditory sentence recognition was more 

strongly related to bottom-up auditory abilities (SRTDIN) in the AHI group than in the CHI group. 

Linguistic proficiency contributed significantly to auditory sentence recognition in the CHI 

group, while it did not in the AHI group. The outcomes of this study show that the impact of 

moderate to severe auditory limitations during language acquisition on linguistic proficiency 

affects auditory sentence recognition performance in adults. Further research is needed to 

gain more specific insight in the mechanisms within the process of sentence recognition that 

are affected by moderate to severe CHI.
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INTRODUCTION

When listening to spoken language, people process speech using bottom-up information from 

the perceived acoustic signal and higher-level top-down information (e.g., knowledge of the 

world, context information, and linguistic knowledge) (Davis & Johnsrude, 2007; Houtgast & 

Festen, 2008; Pichora-Fuller, 2008; Rönnberg et al., 2013). In individuals with hearing impairment, 

the quality of the bottom-up signal is reduced and, as a result, speech recognition is impeded. 

People with congenital hearing impairment (CHI) may additionally be constrained in speech 

recognition by poor top-down use of linguistic knowledge. This hypothesis follows the 

observation that acquiring an oral language with limitations in auditory perception may lead to 

difficulties with the correct deployment of morphosyntax in spoken language production that 

persist into adolescence and adulthood (Delage & Tuller, 2007; Huysmans et al., 2014; Huysmans 

et al., 2016). If CHI also affects the use of morphosyntactic knowledge in the process of auditory 

language recognition, difficulties in speech recognition in individuals with CHI would be due to 

both bottom-up and top-down limitations. In the current study, we examine how bottom-up 

auditory abilities and top-down linguistic abilities contribute to auditory sentence recognition 

in two groups of hearing-impaired adults. To examine the effect of hearing loss during language 

acquisition on speech recognition, the performance of adults with moderate to severe CHI 

is compared to that of adults with acquired hearing impairment (AHI), who acquired their 

language with normal hearing. In line with earlier research in this population (Huysmans et al., 

2016), we use the distortion-sensitivity approach to examine whether differences in auditory 

sentence recognition between the two groups of adults can be attributed to differences in the 

use of specific morphosyntactic cues. In addition, linear regression analysis is performed within 

each group to examine the differential contribution of bottom-up auditory recognition abilities 

and linguistic abilities to auditory sentence recognition performance.

The use of linguistic knowledge in top-down processing of speech

In challenging acoustical conditions, like when listening to speech in noise, people with similar 

pure tone audiograms vary in their abilities to understand speech (Houtgast & Festen, 2008). 

This interindividual variance in speech recognition is attributed to differences in the effect of 

hearing loss on bottom-up auditory processing of incoming speech (i.e., a combined effect 

of reduced audibility and suprathreshold deficits in spectral and temporal processing (Moore, 

1995)) and to differences in the available cognitive resources that are deployed in higher-level 

top-down processing (see Akeroyd, 2008, for a review). One specific source of information 

that is deployed in top-down processing of speech is the knowledge of the used language. 

Speech recognition models indicate that phonological, lexical, morphological, and syntactic 

knowledge are used to interpret the content of a message and integrate this into the discourse 

(Cutler & Clifton, 1999). Research into the relationship between linguistic abilities and speech 

6
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recognition has focused on the effect of general differences between adults in linguistic 

proficiency, i.e., in native versus non-native listeners (Cooke et al., 2008; Garcia Lecumberri et al., 

2010; Goverts et al., 2011; Kaandorp et al., 2016), and on the effect of interindividual differences 

in the abilities that support the process of word recognition (e.g., vocabulary size and lexical 

access) (Benard et al., 2014; Benichov et al., 2012; Kaandorp et al., 2015; Kaandorp et al., 2016). 

Thus far, no research has been done on the specific contribution of differences between people 

in the use of morphosyntactic knowledge when processing spoken language. Because the 

acquisition of morphosyntax is at risk when oral language is acquired with hearing loss (e.g., 

Tomblin et al., 2015), studying this relation yields insights in possible long-term effects of CHI 

on language reception. Therefore, this study examines whether adults with CHI are impeded 

in their use of morphosyntactic cues when processing incoming speech. To study this, the 

performance of adults with moderate to severe CHI in an auditory sentence recognition task 

is compared to that of adults with AHI, who acquired their language while hearing normally.

Context of the current study

The data described in this article were collected as part of a larger study that examines the 

consequences of moderate to severe CHI on various aspects of communication in adults. 

The leading question of this study was whether adults with CHI are only hindered in their 

understanding of spoken language by bottom-up auditory limitations, or whether they are 

additionally constrained by CHI-induced limitations in the top-down use of linguistic resources. 

To investigate this issue, we first studied in which aspects of linguistic proficiency adults with 

moderate to severe CHI differ from two groups of adults who acquired their language with 

normal hearing, i.e., adults who were normal hearing (NH) and adults with acquired hearing 

impairment (AHI). In their spoken language production, adults with moderate to severe CHI 

showed significant problems in the deployment of Dutch morphosyntactic markers that are 

specifically at risk when language is acquired with degraded auditory input (Huysmans et al., 

2014, 2016). As the adults with AHI performed within the variance of the adults in the NH group, 

the problems of the CHI adults were attributed to their hearing impairment during language 

acquisition, rather than to their auditory limitations at the moment of testing (Huysmans et 

al., 2016). Thus, earlier findings indicated that the acquisition of Dutch with moderate to 

severe hearing loss results in long-term difficulties with the use of specific morphosyntactic 

markers in spoken language production. As a next step, we studied whether moderate to 

severe CHI also affects the use of specific Dutch morphosyntactic markers in the process 

of visual sentence recognition, thus without possible confounding of auditory perceptual 

limitations. This research question was examined with a visual masked text recognition task 

(i.e., the Text Reception Threshold task (TRT), Zekveld et al., 2007) in which people rely on their 

linguistic knowledge to fill in parts of a stimulus sentence that are hidden behind masking 

bars. We predicted that the impact of moderate to severe CHI on the acquisition of specific 
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morphosyntactic markers would not only be reflected in their spoken language production, 

but would also impede the use of these morphosyntactic cues in sentence recognition. As in 

the current study, this prediction was examined using the distortion-sensitivity approach (DSA) 

(Goverts & Houtgast, 2010; Goverts et al., 2011; Houtgast & Festen, 2008; van Schijndel et al., 

2001b). The DSA was originally applied in the area of psychoacoustics (e.g., van Schijndel et 

al., 2001b), but was later shown to be applicable in assessing the use of various linguistic cues 

in visual sentence recognition in two groups of adults with an evident difference in linguistic 

proficiency (i.e., native and non-native users of Dutch) (Goverts et al., 2011). Following this 

approach, we expected that a CHI-induced impediment in the use of specific morphosyntactic 

cues would be reflected in poorer recognition of grammatically correct sentences in the TRT 

task, while comparing the performance of adults with CHI to that of adults who acquired their 

oral language while hearing normally (NH and AHI). In addition, it was expected that CHI adults 

would show less decrease in their performance when the TRT task was assessed with sentences 

that contained a morphosyntactic error like those that were typically observed in their spoken 

language production. This latter prediction followed the assumption that adults with CHI would 

be less hindered by morphosyntactic distortions in the TRT sentences because they rely less on 

specific aspects of their morphosyntactic knowledge, due to the effect of CHI on its acquisition. 

Within the DSA, a lower sensitivity to a distortion in a specific stimulus cue then suggests that 

the reduced performance on the original task is caused by an underlying impediment in the 

use of that specific cue. In contrast to our expectations, however, the data showed that the 

adults with moderate to severe CHI did not significantly differ from the AHI and NH adults in 

their ability to repeat visually presented short, grammatically correct sentences, nor in their 

sensitivity to the applied morphosyntactic distortions in the sentences (Huysmans et al., 2016). 

Hence, the distortion-sensitivity method did not reveal an effect of moderate to severe CHI on 

the use of specific morphosyntactic knowledge in sentence recognition in the visual modality. 

Outline of the current study

The leading question of this study is how bottom-up auditory abilities and top-down linguistic 

abilities contribute to auditory sentence recognition in hearing-impaired adults. This topic is of 

interest because the perception of language in the auditory modality is especially prone to be 

affected by hearing impairment. Besides, daily communication occurs mainly in this modality, 

so it is relevant to identify possible long-term effects of CHI on the ability of adults to understand 

what has been said. The data were collected in the same AHI and CHI adult population as in the 

earlier published study (Huysmans et al., 2016). In this population, regular testing of sentence 

recognition in noise, especially when using sentence stimuli containing a morphosyntactic 

error, is not feasible because of the severity of the participants’ hearing impairment. Even when 

listening to speech in quiet while using their own hearing device, the participants perceive 

the incoming speech signal with a degraded quality. Hence, they are assumed to always more 

6
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actively deploy their top-down resources when listening to speech, even in quiet. Auditory 

sentence recognition is therefore assessed in quiet while the participants use their own hearing 

devices. 

The research question is examined via two approaches: first, the distortion-sensitivity 

approach (DSA) is applied to study the use of specific morphosyntactic cues in auditory 

sentence recognition, using the same distortion categories as in the visual modality (Huysmans 

et al., 2016). As we found no CHI-induced impediment in the use of particular morphosyntactic 

resources in the visual modality, we did not expect this to surface in the auditory modality 

either. Nevertheless, we consider it possible that a modality-specific component influences 

the use of the morphosyntactic cues when the stimuli are presented acoustically. While in 

the visual TRT task, the degradation of the sentence stimuli was arbitrary, i.e., the sentences 

were masked by randomly positioned vertical bars, the degradation of the sentences in the 

auditory modality is not random because it results from the participants’ own peripheral 

auditory limitations. Especially acoustically low salient parts of the stimulus sentences are hard 

to perceive for a hearing-impaired person. Because the introduced morphosyntactic errors 

in the sentence stimuli typically concern low salient markers, as these are specifically at risk 

when language is acquired with degraded auditory input (Huysmans et al., 2014, 2016), the 

use of these specific morphosyntactic cues by hearing-impaired participants may be under 

more pressure. If moderate to severe CHI results in an impediment in the use of these specific 

morphosyntactic cues, assessment of sentence recognition in the auditory modality could thus 

be more sensitive to detect this than assessment in the visual modality. Hence, the distortion-

sensitivity approach focuses on the use of specific morphosyntactic cues in auditory sentence 

recognition. Second, from a more general point of view, linear regression analysis is performed 

to study the differential contribution of a measure of bottom-up speech recognition abilities 

and a measure of linguistic proficiency to performance in auditory sentence recognition in 

each group of participants. Performance on the digits-in-noise task (SRTDIN) is examined as an 

auditory predictor, while the number of morphosyntactic errors in a sample of spoken language 

is used as a linguistic predictor. If differences in linguistic proficiency due to CHI are of influence 

on auditory sentence recognition performance, this measure is hypothesised to explain part of 

the variance in sentence recognition within the CHI group.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants

21 Adults with congenital hearing impairment (CHI) and 22 adults with acquired hearing 

impairment (AHI) participated in this study. Table 1 shows the groups’ demographic variables 

and hearing acuity data. Individual participant characteristics are given in Appendix L.
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Table 1. Demographic information and data on hearing of the two study groups

CHI AHI

n 21 22

Male / Female 8M / 13F 7 M / 15F

Age [in years] Mean 
SD
Range

36
11

19 - 56

52
7

34 - 59

Hearing Aid / Cochlear Implant 15 HA / 6 CI 17 HA / 5 CI

Current PTA(0.5, 1, 2 kHz) at the best ear 
(unaided) [in dB HL]

Mean 
SD
Range

82
12

55 - 98

67
15

48 - 97

Word recognition (aided) [in %] Mean 
SD
Range

85
9

73 - 100

91
9

61 - 100

PTA(0.5, 1, 2 kHz) at the best ear early in life (unaided) 
[in dB HL]

Mean 
SD
Range

71
15

35 - 100

n.a.

Group data for current PTA(0.5, 1, 2 kHz) are based on the hearing thresholds of the participants that do not 
use a cochlear implant1 (nCHI = 15, nAHI = 17). Word recognition scores (% phonemes correct) are assessed 
using monosyllabic words (Bosman & Smoorenburg, 1995) in quiet, presented with a loudspeaker at an 
intensity of 60, 65, 70, 75, or 80 dB SPL, and perceived by the participants while using their own device(s) 
(HA/CI).

The primary difference between the adults with AHI and CHI is determined by the circumstances 

in which they acquired their oral language. The adults in the CHI group were born with a 

bilateral moderate to severe hearing impairment, confirmed by reviewing anamnestic and/or 

audiometric data2. All CHI participants started using hearing aids between the age of 10 months 

and 6 years. As the use of hearing aids only partly compensates for the hearing impairment, this 

implies that all CHI adults acquired their oral language with limitations in auditory perception. 

Over the years, some of the CHI participants have showed a decrease in their hearing acuity, 

resulting in the use of a cochlear implant at the moment of testing. The adults in the AHI group 

1 In implanted participants, unaided pure tone average thresholds are less relevant, because these 
participants’ current auditory abilities are mostly defined by the fitting of the cochlear implant and not 
by their unaided hearing thresholds.

2 Given the age of several CHI participants, collection of audiometric data to define the level of hearing 
impairment early in life was not always successful. For 14 of 21 participants, audiometric data from a 
young age were available. For the other 7 participants, data for the level of hearing impairment early 
in life were derived from either information from their parents (in 4 participants) or from more recent 
audiometric data if participants indicated their hearing loss had not changed since childhood (in the 
other 3 participants). The variable ‘PTA(0.5, 1, 2 kHz) at the best ear early in life’ (Pure Tone Average, i.e., mean 
hearing threshold at 0.5, 1 and 2 kHz) in the CHI group therefore reflects data that were either measured 
(n = 14) or derived (n = 7).

6
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were of normal hearing in the period of language development and acquired their hearing 

impairment after the age of 12 (mean age at diagnosis of the hearing loss: 28 years (SD = 10)). At 

the moment of testing, the distribution of hearing aid users and cochlear implant users within 

each group was comparable. Participants were all native Dutch speakers, used an oral language 

to communicate in daily life, and reported not to have been in contact with users of a sign 

language3 before the age of 12. Participants were recruited through audiological diagnostic 

centres in the region, hearing aid shops, and advertisements on hearing loss related websites. 

Materials and test procedures

Among other tests that were part of the larger study, the participants were assessed using an 

auditory sentence recognition task in quiet with grammatically correct and incorrect sentences 

(aided), a digits-in-noise test (aided) (Smits et al., 2013), and a task eliciting a spoken language 

sample (i.e., the Favourite Game or Sports task (FGST)) (Nippold et al., 2005a). 

Sentence recognition in quiet

Auditory sentence recognition was assessed in quiet, using grammatically correct Dutch 

sentences and sentences containing a morphosyntactic error. From the Dutch sentence corpus 

of Versfeld et al. (2000), 143 sentences were selected to be assessed as grammatically correct 

sentences (further abbreviated as Gram). By introducing a morphosyntactic error in other 

sentences drawn from the same corpus, ungrammatical sentences were created in 6 distortion 

categories: article deletion (DistA), subject-verb agreement error (DistB), preposition error 

(DistC), article substitution (DistD), suffix error (DistE), and adverb error (DistF). These categories 

were the same as in our previous study (Huysmans et al., 2016) and were based on the error 

patterns that were expected or observed in the spoken language production of adults with 

moderate to severe CHI (Huysmans et al., 2014). In the following examples, grammatically 

incorrect sentences are marked with an asterisk.

3 In the era in which the CHI participants of this study attended primary and secondary school, sign 
language was not used in Dutch schools for the hearing-impaired to interact with children who did not 
have profound hearing impairment.
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DistA: Article deletion: deletion of a compulsory article preceding a noun

Ik kon de auto nog niet starten. * Ik kon auto nog niet starten.

I could not start the car yet. * I could not start car yet.

DistB: Subject-verb agreement error: deletion of 2nd / 3rd person singular present tense verb 

suffix (zero marking instead of ‘–t’) or plural verb suffix in a singular context (‘–en’ 

instead of zero marking or ‘–en’ instead of ‘–t’)

Ze vraagt of ik lid wil worden. * Ze vraag  of ik lid wil worden.

She asks me to become a member. * She ask  me to become a member.

DistC: Preposition error: deletion or substitution of a preposition

Een oude man zat op een bankje. * Een oude man zat een bankje.

An old man sat on a bench. * An old man sat a bench.

DistD: Article substitution: substitution of a definite article preceding a singular noun, 

resulting in gender disagreement between article and noun (‘de’ instead of ‘het’ 

(‘the’) and vice versa)

Bijna niemand kent het bedrijf. * Bijna niemand kent de bedrijf.

Almost nobody knows the company. (translation of the error not possible)

DistE: Suffix error: mix of sentences with subject-verb agreement error (as described in 

DistB) and sentences with deletion or substitution of the plural noun suffix (‘–s’ or 

‘–en’)

Ik eet het liefst beschuit met aardbeien. * Ik eet het liefst beschuit met aardbeis.

I prefer to eat toast with strawberries. (translation of the error not possible)

DistF: Adverb error: deletion or substitution of ‘er’ (no English translation possible) 

in its repletive function, or deletion, substitution or insertion of the locative or 

prepositional part of a pronominal adverb.

Onze nieuwe auto is er nog niet. * Onze nieuwe auto is nog niet. 

Our new car is not there yet. * Our new car is not yet.

The acoustic stimuli were generated using text-to-speech (TTS) software. This method was 

chosen because the naturalness of a speaker’s prosody in live recordings was expected to be 

greater in grammatically correct sentences than in sentences with a morphosyntactic error, 

introducing an additional trigger for a listener to notice the grammatical deviation in the 

sentence. In TTS-generated speech, sentences in both conditions vary in the naturalness of 

prosody, so no additional information is given to signal a morphosyntactic error. We compared 

the features and output of three types of TTS software and selected the one with the most 

natural output, i.e., Nuance Vocalizer Expressive 1.0 (2012). All TTS generated sentences used in 

this study were fully intelligible for two normal hearing listeners when presented in quiet at 65 

6
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dB SPL4. The sentences were equalized with respect to their RMS sound value. All measurements 

were administered using the PC’s internal soundcard (RME HDSP 9632), an amplifier (Samson 

Servo 4060 quad), and a loudspeaker (Tannoy Reveal) at a distance of approximately 1.5 meters 

and 0° azimuth of the listener. The presentation level of the sentences was set at 60, 65, 70 or 75 

dB SPL, depending on the loudness level at which each participant reached his/her maximum 

score in recognition of monosyllabic words and the participant’s listening comfort. Participants 

used their own hearing device(s) with the program and volume setting they preferred for 

everyday use.

To allow the participants to habituate to the TTS-generated sentences, an auditory practice 

trial was conducted with 13 Gram sentences presented in quiet. Participants were asked to 

repeat the sentences and did not receive any feedback on the correctness of their response. 

After this, participants practiced in repeating sentences exactly as presented, which implies 

that a morphosyntactic error in a distorted sentence had to be repeated as such. To ensure 

unrestrained perception in this practice trial, a mix of 30 grammatically correct sentences 

and sentences with a morphosyntactic error was presented on a monitor, one by one. Again, 

participants did not receive any feedback. After these 2 practice trials, the actual sentence 

recognition task was conducted. Seven test blocks of 52 units were administered, with a short 

break after each block. Because participants should not be able to predict whether a sentence 

was grammatically correct or not, nor which type of morphosyntactic error was introduced in 

a sentence, distorted sentences were mixed with grammatically correct sentences. In half the 

participants, three test blocks containing a mix of DistA, DistB, DistC, and Gram sentences (13 

sentences of each type) were administered first, followed by a test block containing 52 Gram 

sentences, and three test blocks containing a mix of DistD, DistE, DistF, and Gram sentences (13 

sentences of each type). The order of the test blocks was reversed when assessing the other 

half of the participants. A response was scored as correct when the full sentence was repeated 

as presented.

4 We further explored the psychometric characteristics of the grammatically correct sentences generated 
with TTS software in a pilot study with fourteen normal-hearing adults. Speech recognition in noise was 
assessed using live recorded sentences (Versfeld et al., 2000) and sentences from the same corpus that 
were generated with the Nuance Vocalizer Expressive 1.0 (2012) software. In each condition, the speech 
reception threshold (SRT) was assessed with sentences in stationary noise with the long-term spectrum 
of the used sentence material, following an adaptive procedure (Plomp & Mimpen, 1979). The outcome 
of this task was the SNR at which 50% of the sentences was repeated correctly. This study yielded SRTs 
that were significantly better (paired samples t-test: t = -3.78, df = 13, p < 0.01) for the condition with 
the live recorded sentences (mean SRT = -4.85 dB SNR, SD = 0.74), compared to the condition with TTS 
sentences (mean SRT = -3.28 dB SNR, SD = 1.26). The mean difference in SRT between the conditions 
was 1.6 dB. Versfeld et al. (2000) assessed the SRT using sentence material that was uttered by different 
speakers. Between speakers, this yielded a maximum difference in SRT of 1.5 dB. Because the difference 
we found was of the same order of magnitude, we considered the use of TTS sentences to be a good 
alternative for live recorded sentences for the aim of this study.
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Before each test block, participants were informed about what to expect: they were either 

reminded that some sentences in the upcoming test block were grammatically correct and 

others were deviant (for the 6 mixed test blocks), or were told that all sentences in the test 

block were grammatically correct (for the Gram test block). This information was given to 

ensure that participants would fully rely on their linguistic knowledge in the test block with 

only grammatically correct sentences. Thus, the sentence recognition score from the Gram test 

block (SRGram) was expected to best reflect language recognition in daily life. The SRGram 

score was calculated as the percentage sentences correct based on the presentation of 52 Gram 

sentences. In the mixed test blocks, listeners were uncertain about the grammatical correctness 

of all the sentences and therefore could rely less on their linguistic knowledge. This was 

expected to lead to poorer speech recognition of the Gram sentences in the 6 mixed test blocks. 

Therefore, we calculated a separate SR score for recognition of Gram sentences in the mixed 

test blocks (SRGram-mixed), based on a total of 78 (6*13) Gram sentences. For each distortion 

category, a SRDist score was calculated based on the responses to 39 sentences (3*13). In the 

recognition of the distorted sentences, performance was presupposed to be influenced by 

both the uncertainty about the grammatical correctness and the introduced morphosyntactic 

distortion. All sentence recognition (SR) scores were transformed into rationalized arcsine 

units (RAU) to linearize the data in relation to the variance (Studebaker, 1985). As a last step, 

distortion-sensitivity (DSdist) values were calculated to examine the participants’ sensitivity to 

each applied morphosyntactic distortion. The DSdist values were calculated as the difference in 

RAU scores between a specific distortion condition (SRDistA till SRDistF) and the SRGram-mixed 

score. By using performance in the Gram-mixed condition as the reference for recognition of 

grammatically correct sentences, the influence of uncertainty about grammatical correctness 

of the sentence was eliminated from the DSdist score. The DSdistA till DSdistF scores thus only 

reflect the effect of each type of morphosyntactic distortion on auditory sentence recognition 

performance.

Digits-in-noise (DIN) test

The Dutch version of the digits-in-noise test (Smits et al., 2013) was assessed to examine the 

participants’ auditory speech recognition abilities while using their own rehabilitation device. 

Performance on this task is assumed to mainly reflect bottom-up speech recognition abilities 

with relatively small influence of top-down linguistic abilities (Smits et al., 2013; Kaandorp et al., 

2016). Three trials of 24 digit-triplets were presented to each participant, with digits between 

0 and 9, pronounced by a male speaker. Participants had to repeat the triplets in the correct 

order. The overall intensity level of the speech and noise was kept at 65 dB(A), while the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) varied following an adaptive procedure with a 2 dB step size depending 

on the correctness of the response. The outcome of the DIN test is the SNR at which 50% of 

the digit-triplets is repeated correctly. This speech reception threshold (SRT) is calculated by 

averaging the SNR of triplets 5 to 25. Note that triplet 25 was not actually presented, but its SNR 

is defined by the SNR of triplet 24 and the correctness of the participant’s response. Auditory 

6
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signals for the DIN test were generated using the same hardware as in the sentence recognition 

task with the subject seated in the same position. 

Assessment of morphosyntactic correctness of the spoken language production

The Favourite Game or Sports Task (Nippold et al., 2005a) was used to elicit a sample of 

spoken language in expository discourse, a genre that challenges a speaker to tap into their 

linguistic resources. Compared to conversational or narrative discourse, expository discourse is 

characterised by syntactically more complex language and is a more sensitive genre to detect 

syntactic deficits (Nippold et al., 2005a; Nippold et al., 2008). Details of the elicitation procedure 

for spoken language production are given in Appendix I. The obtained language samples were 

analysed for morphosyntactic correctness, as the deployment of morphosyntax is shown to be 

at risk in adolescents and adults with CHI (Delage & Tuller, 2007; Tuller & Delage, 2014; Huysmans 

et al., 2014). All morphosyntactic errors in the sample were identified and counted. For more 

detailed analysis, as discussed in Huysmans et al. (2016), observed errors were categorised into 

seven error types. For the current study, however, only a general measure for morphosyntactic 

correctness was used, i.e., the total number of morphosyntactic errors, with values rescaled for 

the number of utterances in the subject’s sample (i.e., number of errors / number of utterances 

in the sample * 100). 

RESULTS

The main outcome measures of this study were the scores on sentence recognition in quiet of 

grammatically correct sentences and the participants’ sensitivity for 6 types of morphosyntactic 

distortion in auditory sentence recognition. Bottom-up auditory recognition abilities were 

assessed with the digits-in-noise task, while the number of morphosyntactic errors in an elicited 

sample of spoken language was used as a measure of linguistic proficiency. After performing 

group comparisons (CHI vs. AHI) for the auditory sentence recognition measures, the outcomes 

of the digits-in-noise task and the measure for morphosyntactic correctness of spoken language 

production are examined as possible predictors to explain variance in performance in sentence 

recognition within each group.

Auditory sentence recognition 

Exploration of the data

Sentence recognition (SR) scores were transformed into rationalized arcsine units (RAU) to 

linearize the data in relation to the variance (Studebaker, 1985). Table 2 shows descriptive data 

of the group outcomes in each sentence recognition condition.
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Table 2. Descriptive data of the outcomes in eight sentence recognition conditions

AHI CHI

SR (%) SR (RAU) SD (RAU) SR (%) SR (RAU) SD (RAU)

Gram 84.5 89.7 20.2 60.3 62.6 33.1

Gram-mixed 80.9 83.6 18.0 56.9 57.4 27.4

DistA 59.1 59.8 27.3 31.9 29.2 29.2

DistB 44.6 44.0 28.1 21.0 14.4 28.5

DistC 48.8 48.0 29.2 21.6 16.5 28.0

DistD 61.7 62.8 30.2 32.9 29.0 32.5

DistE 49.7 48.5 28.5 22.4 17.0 28.9

DistF 62.5 63.3 27.7 36.9 36.5 22.2

For the sentence recognition percentages (SR (%)), mean values are given for each group in each test 
condition. For the RAU transformed sentence recognition scores, mean values (SR (RAU)) and standard 
deviations (SD (RAU)) are given. Data are based on the presentation of 52 sentences in the Gram 
condition, 78 sentences in the Gram-mixed condition5, and 39 sentences in all distortion categories (nAHI 
= 22, nCHI = 21 (except for DistD, DistE, and DistF, where nCHI = 20)).

Sentence recognition for grammatically correct sentences

Group comparisons for recognition of grammatically correct sentences (Gram and Gram-

mixed) were based on the RAU scores as presented in Table 2. As these RAU scores showed 

normal distribution, parametric tests were used to compare the performance of the AHI and 

CHI group. Independent samples tests showed significant differences between groups for both 

test conditions with grammatically correct sentences [Gram scores: t = 3.22, df = 32.83; p < 0.01; 

Gram-mixed scores: t = 3.72, df = 41; p < 0.01; nAHI = 22, nCHI = 21]. The adults in the CHI group thus 

showed poorer auditory sentence recognition scores than the adults in the AHI group. 

Sensitivity for morphosyntactic distortions

A participant’s sensitivity to an applied distortion in sentence recognition was quantified by 

the distortion-sensitivity (DSdist) value, calculated as the difference in RAU score between a 

specific distortion condition and the Gram-mixed condition. Figure 1 shows the mean values 

and standard deviations for the DSdist values of the CHI and AHI group for each of the 6 

distortion conditions. 

5 One CHI participant showed great difficulty in recognizing the sentences of the three mixed test blocks 
with DistA, DistB, DistC, and Gram sentences. At her instigation, the mixed test blocks with DistD, DistE, 
DistF, and Gram sentences were therefore not assessed. For this CHI participant, the SRGram-mixed score 
is based on 39 presented sentences, while no scores for SRDistD, SRDistE, and SRDistF are available.

6
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Figure 1: Group scores for the distortion-sensitivity values (DSdist) for 6 categories, calculated as the 
difference in RAU score between the Gram-mixed condition and each distortion condition. Group means 
for the AHI and CHI group are given, with error bars representing ± 1SD from the mean (nAHI = 22, nCHI = 21 
(except for DSDistD, DSDistE, and DSDistF, where nCHI = 20)). 

Independent samples tests were performed on the DSdistA to DSdistF values to examine 

group differences in sensitivity to morphosyntactic distortions. Using Bonferroni adjusted 

alpha levels of 0.008 per test (0.05/6), no significant difference between the AHI and CHI group 

was found (p values ranging from 0.028 to 0.481). This finding indicates that the groups do 

not differ significantly in their sensitivity to the applied distortions in the auditory sentence 

recognition task. 

Contribution of an auditory and linguistic measure to auditory sentence 
recognition

Two simple linear regression analyses were done within each group to examine whether a 

measure for bottom-up speech recognition abilities (SRTDIN) and a measure assessing one aspect 

of linguistic proficiency, i.e., number of morphosyntactic errors in spoken language production, 

explained (part of) the variance in auditory sentence recognition performance (RAU scores in 

the Gram condition (SRGram (RAU)). Figures 2 and 3 show the data of the auditory and linguistic 

measure (as published in Huysmans et al., 2016) in relation to the auditory sentence recognition 

scores.
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Figure 2: Individual outcomes of all AHI (grey circles) and CHI (black triangles) participants for auditory 
sentence recognition of grammatically correct sentences (SRGram (RAU)) as a function of the digits-
in-noise test (SRTDIN). For each group, a regression line shows the significant relation between the two 
parameters (grey dashed line for AHI, black solid line for CHI).

Figure 3: Individual outcomes of all AHI (grey circles) and CHI (black triangles) participants for auditory 
sentence recognition of grammatically correct sentences (SRGram (RAU)) as a function of morphosyntactic 
correctness of spoken language production (number of morphosyntactic errors). For the CHI group, a 
regression line shows the significant relation between the two parameters.

6
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The results of the simple linear regression analyses (Table 3) showed that within the AHI group, 

66% of the variance in SRGram (RAU) was explained by SRTDIN. Within the CHI group, less 

variance was explained by SRTDIN (40%). The influence of number of morphosyntactic errors 

differs between groups: this measure did not contribute to explain the variance in SRGram 

(RAU) in the AHI group, while it significantly contributed to explain the variance within the CHI 

group (30%). 

Table 3. Prediction of auditory sentence recognition of grammatically correct sentences (SRGram (RAU)) 
by SRTDIN and number of morphosyntactic errors in spoken language production within the AHI and CHI 
group

Simple linear regression

AHI group 
(n = 22)

CHI group 
(n = 21)

Predictor B R2 p B R2 p

SRTDIN -4.030 0.658 0.000 -5.316 0.397 0.002

Morphosyntactic errors -0.054 0.000 0.949 -0.792 0.306 0.009

B = regression coefficient; R2 = R2 value per predictor; p = level of significance

DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined whether moderate to severe congenital hearing impairment (CHI) 

affects the top-down use of linguistic resources in auditory sentence recognition. The data of 

the distortion-sensitivity approach showed that poorer auditory sentence recognition in the 

CHI group could not be explained by poorer use of specific morphosyntactic cues. Regression 

analysis, however, showed that a measure that assessed one aspect of linguistic proficiency 

did influence auditory sentence recognition in the CHI group, while this measure did not 

contribute to the performance in the AHI group. The outcomes of this study suggest that CHI 

does affect the top-down use of linguistic resources in the process of recognizing simple, short 

sentences that were presented acoustically, though CHI does not specifically affect the use of 

the morphosyntactic cues we distorted in the DSA.

We predicted that adults with moderate to severe CHI would be impeded in their use of 

specific morphosyntactic cues due to the impact of CHI on the acquisition of this specific 

morphosyntactic knowledge. As in the visual modality (Huysmans et al., 2016), assessment of 

auditory sentence recognition following the DSA showed no significant differences between 

groups in their sensitivity for the specific morphosyntactic distortions. Even in the modality 

that was assumed to be most sensitive for examining a possible CHI-induced constraint, the 

results of the DSA thus exclude that the CHI group’s poorer recognition of grammatically 
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correct sentences in quiet is caused by an underlying impediment in the use of the specific 

morphosyntactic cues. 

Nevertheless, despite the findings of the DSA, the results of regression analysis indicate that 

differences in linguistic proficiency due to the effect of CHI on language acquisition do play 

a role in auditory sentence recognition. The measure we used to assess linguistic proficiency, 

i.e., the number of morphosyntactic errors in spoken language production, explained variance 

within the CHI group, but not within the AHI group. It is evident that the ability to deploy 

morphosyntactic knowledge in spoken language production, as reflected in the number 

of errors in the spoken output, is not directly used when listening to spoken sentences. The 

association between this measure and auditory speech recognition thus indicates that CHI has 

affected abilities, that are used in the auditory sentence recognition task that are somehow 

related to the measured ability in spoken language production. As explained in the introduction, 

auditory sentence recognition requires phonological, lexical, morphological, and syntactic 

processing (Cutler & Clifton, 1999). Abilities that support lexical processing (like vocabulary 

size and lexical access abilities) were shown to contribute to the recognition of words or 

sentences in adverse conditions in native and non-native normal-hearing adults (Benard et al., 

2014; Kaandorp et al., 2016). If moderate to severe CHI has affected the size of the participants’ 

vocabulary or their lexical access abilities, this may underlie the association we found in our 

data. For the other areas of linguistic processing that are involved in the recognition of short, 

simple sentences as used in this task, it remains difficult to hypothesize which specific aspects 

may be affected by CHI. Research on how readers and listeners use linguistic structures in the 

process of language comprehension (see Clifton & Duffy, 2001, for a review) mainly concerns the 

understanding of syntactically more complex sentences, compared to the sentences used in 

this study. Furthermore, sub processes within speech-recognition models (e.g., Cutler & Clifton, 

1999) are not specific enough to propose claims about which mechanisms might be affected 

by CHI. Hence, our data lead to the conclusion that differences in linguistic proficiency due to 

CHI are of influence on auditory sentence recognition performance, though further research is 

needed to examine which mechanisms the consequences of CHI intervene in.

Following the findings of the regression analysis in the current study, the question arises 

whether the linguistic measure used in this study also explains (part of) the variance in 

visual sentence recognition within the CHI group. Therefore, the data described in our earlier 

publication (Huysmans et al., 2016) were further examined. Post hoc regression analysis 

was performed with the outcomes of the TRT task for recognition of grammatically correct 

sentences as the dependent variable and measures for bottom-up auditory abilities (SRTDIN) and 

linguistic proficiency (number of morphosyntactic errors in spoken language production) as 

possible predictors. This analysis showed that the auditory measure (SRTDIN) did not contribute 

to explain variance in TRT outcomes within both groups, while the measure of linguistic 

proficiency explained part of the variance within the CHI group (R2 = 0.307; B = 0.116; p < 0.01; 

nCHI = 21) and not within the AHI group (R2 = 0.040; B = 0.145; p > 0.05; nAHI = 22). This finding 

6
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supports the conclusion that CHI affects the use of top-down linguistic resources in sentence 

recognition and that this effect is independent of modality.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this study is the first that examines the effect of impeded 

linguistic proficiency as a consequence of CHI on language recognition outcomes. In a review 

listing various adverse conditions that affect speech recognition abilities, Mattys et al. (2012) 

identified non-nativeness as an evident source of linguistic limitations within the receiver. 

The findings of the current study indicate that CHI should be considered as another source 

of variance in linguistic proficiency that influences language processing, independently of the 

modality. Given the explorative character of this study and its relatively small study population, 

however, further research is needed to strengthen this conclusion. 

From a clinical perspective, the outcomes of the current study are relevant when making 

predictions about the benefit in auditory speech reception that can be expected when a 

patient uses a hearing device. As the data of this study show, bottom-up auditory speech 

recognition abilities with a hearing device predict an individual’s auditory sentence recognition 

to a significant extent. However, our data also show that the linguistic proficiency of adults who 

acquired their oral language with auditory limitations (as in CHI) also contributes to auditory 

speech recognition performance, and thus to the expected benefit of auditory rehabilitation. 

In this context, analysis of morphosyntactic correctness of the spoken language production of 

a patient with CHI is of additional value to formulate expectations about the benefit of auditory 

rehabilitation. 

In conclusion, the current study showed that differences in linguistic proficiency due to 

moderate to severe auditory limitations during language acquisition influence auditory 

sentence recognition performance in adults. Additional analysis of the participants’ data on 

visual language recognition showed that this effect occurs independently of modality. The 

DSA data did not yield any evidence for a CHI-induced impediment in the use of specific 

morphosyntactic cues. Thus, further research is needed to gain more specific insight in the 

mechanisms within the process of sentence recognition that are affected by moderate to 

severe CHI. 


